ROAD TESTED
AUDIO TECHNICA AT4080 & AT8449
Most of our readers would be familiar with many dynamic
and condenser microphone varieties and would no doubt
use them on a regular basis. But it is not often that one
gets ones hands on a ribbon microphone and gets to
make the most of their sonic attributes. What has so often
plagued the beauty of ribbon microphones though is the
often low output and resulting high levels of relative noise
that accompany them. Not to mention the fact that if you
carelessly sent phantom power down the line to one, you
were pretty much up for a new microphone when you
fried the ribbon. Audio Technica have addressed these
issues with their new AT4080 phantom powered ribbon
microphone.
AT4080
The AT4080 from Audio Technica takes traditional ribbon
microphone design to a new level. The onboard phantom
powered amplification circuit means that a good strong
level is received from the microphone itself and extra gain
is not needed at the preamplifier. This in turn reduces
overall noise from the signal. The dual ribbon design sees
two gold coated ribbons mounted front to back, with one
positioned slightly in front of the magnetic pole and one
slightly behind it.
As is to be expected from a ribbon microphone, the
AT4080 has a rich tonal characteristic that has to be heard
to be believed. It may not have as bright a top end as other
models on the market, but it’s warm mid range and deep
low end response means it will sit nicely in just about any
microphone collection. There really is something to be said
for having different microphones for different purposes and
the AT4080 does handle a wide range of them.
Being a classic bi-directional ribbon microphone design,
and having two ribbons, one front and one back, the
AT4080 has a figure of 8 pickup pattern. This means it
picks up equally from both sides and may not be suitable
for some purposes because of this. Although, this is not
necessarily a downside. This fills the gap where other
conventional condenser microphones don’t always offer
this polarity option.

EPIPHONE ZAKK WYLDE ZV CUSTOM
Zakk Wylde has had a long affiliation with Gibson playing
a tyranny of Les Pauls in all sorts of configurations. Known
for his work with Ozzy Osbourne and Black Label Society
Zakk has carved a name for himself as a heavy hitter with
truckloads of attitude and his aggressive playing style has
polarised masses of folks worldwide. Straying from his
beloved LP for this release, Gibson affiliate Epiphone have
created a hybrid of two of Zakks’ favourite guitars - the SG
and the Flying V resulting in the very individual ZV! Dare
to have a look?
SG to the V
Much like Zakk himself the ZV is a definitely an individual.
The wide V and SG cutaways contrast and combine for
a different look that screams attitude yet isn’t too bizarre
or zany. Coming in black (of course) it’s the kind of metal
machine you might just be looking for to stand out from
the crowd.

“Epiphone have
created a hybrid
of two of Zakks’
favourite guitars the SG and the Flying
V resulting in the
very individual ZV!
Dare to have a look?”

Hybrid
Mahogany is the body wood of choice with a set
Maple neck rounding out this spikey axe. Two EMG HZ
humbuckers take care of the pickup duties with a 3 way
switch, individual pickup volume controls and a master
tone knob. The ZV also features a string through body
design with a tune o matic bridge and Grover tuning pegs
for stable tuning and increased resonance.

don’t actually do their job, they are nothing but studio
furniture. Audio Technica have always come up with clever
designs for shock mounts to suit their microphones and the
AT8449 is no exception. The rubber band design sees the
microphone sit in the cradle, rather than being firmly held in
it. This leaves the microphone more freely suspended and
happily free from unwanted low end rumble. It’s simple, yet
solid construction means it sees to the job at hand without
being too bulky or overbearing and is built tough, so it
should outlast the life of the studio it lives in.
If you are looking for a new microphone to compliment you
existing arsenal, it would be hard not to give the AT4080
a test run. Its solid Japanese build, clever design and
versatility make the AT4080 a great addition to any studio
setup. I, myself, would be greedy and get two.
By Rob Gee
RRP AT4080 $1399 AT8449 $165

AT8449
There are all number of suspension mounts for studio
microphones on the market. What I have found is that a
lot of the cheaper ones may well look the part, but if they

Distributor: TAG
Phone (02) 9519 0900
Email: info@tag.com.au

EMGeeeee
A good choice for a rock axe like this the HZ-4 and HZ-4A
have plenty of balls and a wide, dark punch to them. Not
overly subtle (but then again neither is Zakk I don’t think!)
they really excel with distortion producing a thick chunk
or sharp bite - perfect for muted riffs and quick alternate
picking runs. The pickup selector switch is a little awkward
sitting on the top arm of the V and I found myself bumping
it a little accidentally during playing but I’m sure a little
practice and thought will alleviate any major problems.
Born to be Wylde
I don’t reckon you’re gonna join a flamenco group or
pump out four sets of standards on the ZV...I do think
however you’ll be channelling your best rock and metal
powers instantly when you slap this dark, rock machine
on. Those unaccustomed to Flying V’s will find the shape,
weight and distribution a little strange at first but after a
while it’s actually quite manageable sitting or standing.
The neck is quite slick and the satin finish feels great - not
super shiny and slippery but not rough. Realistically this
guitar has to be the traditional metal/rock black and the

finish is well done with the Pearl neck and headstock inlays
adding some zing without looking tacky.
By Nick Brown
RRP : $1399
Distributor: Gibson AMI
Phone : (03) 8696 4600
Website : www.gibsonami.com

DIAGO SHOWMAN PEDAL BOARD AND
POWERSTATION POWER SUPPLY

DIVIDED BY 13 FTR37 HEAD AND 2X12 CAB

“Quite simply the FTR37 is
one awesome amp. Full,
rich clean tones with a
top end sparkle and spank
that would keep tele, strat
or lp players happy and
a clean headroom that
just doesn’t get muddy no
matter what you do.”

Divided by 13 is the brainchild of Fred Taccone and all his
amps are hand built from select components for maximum
quality and tone. Working for companies like Fender and
Music Man, Fred honed his craft playing music, working
on amps and engineering recordings before settling into
amp repairs on the West Coast of the USA. Hearing the
thoughts of notable players such as Rusty Anderson and
Lyle Workman repairs turned into making his own and as
word of mouth works (especially with a good product in the
music scene) Divided by 13 took off! These days they can
be seen onstage and in the studio with the likes of Sean
Tubbs, Rusty Anderson, Tariqh Akoni, Lyle Workman, Mike
Campbell, Brad Fernquist, Pete Thorn and Richard Fortus
FTR?
A combination of tones from both Fullerton (being the US)
and their favourite English amp (have a guess which one)
the FTR37 is a 37 watt class AB1/A amp boasting a 6v6
power section, two channels with reverb and a half power
switch for work at 18 watts. Matched with a 2 x 12 cab
loaded with mismatched Celestions you have a beautiful
looking, understated rig.
37 watts
The FTR is loud, I mean damn loud! Easily enough volume
to compete in a loud full band situation and tons of clean
headroom I couldn’t see you running out of vol anytime
soon. For the ease of playing through solo I switched
her down to half power to enjoy the /13 tone at more
accessible volumes.

easy layout - reverb, bass, treble, volume. Set flat the FTR
is magic - full bodied, fat and clean. Add a hint of reverb
and you’re set. Great tight low end, fat mids and sparkly
tops (with no hint of harshness) it’s seriously so simple yet
so damn good. I liked the speaker setup and response of
the 2x12 cab too with no noise even at louder settings. Of
course speakers are an individual thing and can easily be
changed to your faves if desired. The second channel barks
with volume and a notched tone switch for various settings
from tame and flat to more pronounced and punchy. All of
these are able to be mixed/switched/blended with the also
available Switchazel footswitch.
Lucky for some?
Quite simply the FTR37 is one awesome amp. Full, rich
clean tones with a top end sparkle and spank that would
keep tele, strat or lp players happy and a clean headroom
that just doesn’t get muddy no matter what you do. The
debate will always rage between handmade boutique
gear and off the shelf stuff and although I like plenty of
mass produced fair it’s hard not to be wowed by the look,
craftsmanship and tone of Divided by 13. If you are even a
little bit interested I would urge you to play one.
By Nick Brown

Channel
Plugging into the first channel you are greeted with a dead
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RRP Head and Cab $5750

Stompboxes have enjoyed a popular resurgence in
recent times and along with this came tone hunters
swapping in and out pedals at will trying to find that
elusive holy grail of tone. This situation recreated a few
issues...What to put all these pedals on and how to
power them. These dilemmas in turn opened the door
for many savvy (and not so savvy) companies to start
offering their take on the pedal board and power supply
solution. Like many things in life however the problem
is that there isn’t any one uniform size and spec that
suits everyone. So, gradually a range of varying sizes,
lengths, widths and then power capabilities came out
hoping to cover this hotch potch of user wants. Some
have succeeded whilst others have slipped away to
further refine their wares.
Hailing from the UK, Diago are a company willing to
have a crack at the PBAPS (pedal board and power
syndrome) and have taken it on at full speed offering
solutions for those wanting some flexibility with their
setup at a decent price that isn’t full custom shop
(including full custom shop prices!).
Are you board yet?
Diago offer 3 sizes of boards - the Gigman, Showman
and Tourman ranging from your 4 - 5 type pedal lineup
to fully fledged 12, 13, 14+ monster palette pedal
boards for those with more than a couple of sounds.
I gave the middle child (Showman) a run with good
results.
Time for the Show Man....
Coming in a tough black exterior these are hard cases
(not just carry bags) with steel corner strengtheners and
a solid bolted handle. Whilst looking slick it also seems
a pretty tough unit and would withstand quite a bit of
punishment. Opening the Showman up and you’ll notice
that it splits in two easily with the base being the skinnier
of the two with just a small lip that won’t interfere with
your stomping but will keep your pedals on board and
not on the floor. With dimensions of 750x350x100mm
you’ll fit a good bunch of pedals onboard, velcro is
supplied and all the dimensions and specs are supplied
on the website if you have any queries.

Distributor: Deluxe Guitars
Phone (03) 9686 4755
Email: mail@deluxeguitars.com.au

Supplies, supplies!
Looking more like a laptop power adaptor than a typical
power supply brick the PowerStation is a small unit

indeed. The actual base unit is only about 9x6x3cm
so won’t take up too much valuable pedal board real
estate and could be tucked away under other styled
boards too. Supplying up to 3000mA the PowerStation
has quite a more than a little juice available. In fact , as
Diago puts it that works out to “10 x most plug top /
wall wart type power supplies and 4 - 6 x the output of
most other guitar brand power supplies”. Most effects
are catered for two with adaptors for 9v centre or
positive tip, battery adaptor, 18v centre negative, Line6
style pedals, and the list goes on. In fact Diago are more
than happy to list those that are compatible and those
that aren’t (a refreshing change to see a company not
claiming to be the ultimate) and like the pedal board
the Diago website has tons of specific info relating to
these products.
AC/DC
Using switching technology the PS automatically senses
input voltage so can be used anywhere in the world, it
also has built in short circuit and overload protection to
help avoid damage to your precious pedals if plugged
in incorrectly or a malfunction occurs.
Me like!
The PowerStation power lead is detachable so you can
leave the base unit and plugs in place, they guarantee it
will power 10 - 30 pedals or your money back, it’s small,
it seems to power most pedals, the board is tough,
stylish and straightforward and all this gear won’t send
you broke. The Diago website is super informative and
their refreshing outlook is great. “We focus on making
high quality, indispensable, great looking products, that
do one job really well.” If you’re after quality, easy to use
products that help you, or leave you with more time to
do what you really enjoy - making music - you’re in the
right place. Sweet!
By Nick Brown

RRP:DGGIGMAN $219.99 DGSHOWMAN $269.99
DGTOURMAN $319.99 DGPOWERSTATION $139.99
Distributor: Music Link Australia
Phone : (03) 9765 6565
Website: www.musiclink.com.au

